RNC 2012 PLANNING

by Joseph D. Sclafani, Ph.D.

On Aug. 27-30, 2012, the city of Tampa will play host to the Republican National Convention (RNC) and The University of Tampa campus lies within two miles of all of the excitement. While many businesses and area schools will close, the University made the decision to open its fall semester on August 27th as planned.

The RNC will provide an excellent learning opportunity for our students and faculty in their own proverbial back yard. Students will experience and live democracy in action, and many campus programs and events will enhance the educational experience. This decision has led to an interesting year of opportunities for leadership skills for the faculty and staff.

In order to plan for a smooth, organized opening, a group of key people from impacted units across academic, student service and facilities areas was convened. Known as the RNCDNC — the Republican National Convention Disaster Neutralization Committee, or “Rinky-Dink” — this group exemplifies Leadership Lesson No. 1: When faced with a daunting task, inject humor where appropriate.

This group’s considerations include how the regular semester start-up activities and events will be affected; how to arrange earlier orientation; how to enhance security and safety plans; how to minimize academic impact; how academic services would be impacted (class delivery as well as deadlines and schedule issues); the effects of traffic and accessibility on University employees and ways to maximize communication.

The above concerns relate to Leadership Lesson No. 2: The continued on page 2

LEADERSHIP FROM THE FIELD TO THE OFFICE

by Travis Coverston, MBA Student

Matt Silverman, the president of the Tampa Bay Rays, spoke as part of the TECO Center for Leadership Speaker Series on Feb. 16, 2012. Silverman discussed various qualities of leadership and focused heavily on the baseball franchise’s success and obstacles during the past few years. Silverman has successfully turned a low-profile, last place baseball team into an on-the-rise winning franchise that has made the playoffs in three of the last four years. While most fans only see the Rays’ on-field product with nine players on the diamond competing against rivals such as the New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox, almost as much, if not more, work off the field makes the franchise and the organization run smoothly and succeed.

Working at Goldman Sachs after college, Silverman connected with Stuart Sternberg, managing general partner of the Rays. One of the first things he learned is the importance of patience. The ability to make a decision after a lengthy time investment continued on page 2
The entire orientation process must be revised. The University will welcome about 2,000 first year and transfer students for fall, but because of RNC travel, we must account for limited plane and hotel availability; thus the decision to move up the schedule.

Another logistical challenge involves bringing 500 students (workers and athletes who pre-train for fall sports) to campus earlier. It takes that many people to help with moving new students on to campus.

Our first year students’ typical orientation culminates with an opening convocation and a weekend of social events, some involving bus travel to off-campus sites. Key dates involving schedule changes and payment deadlines must be changed in a way that makes sense. One changed process often impacts another process.

For example, needs for certain facilities affect scheduled sports practices. The lack of available rental buses will impact the social programming normally scheduled. Orientation requires the Offices of Student Affairs and Residence Life to produce programming to keep 1,600 18-year-olds occupied and out of trouble in the weekend before classes. This situation involves Leadership Lesson No. 3: Keep communication open and be flexible in times of urgency.

Our Public Information group has worked to create assembly and protest policies with a goal to balance rules and boundaries with freedom of expression rights. Plans were made to meet with student organizations about how to safely protest. A First Amendment rights attorney spoke on our campus and our security force is receiving training. Efforts continue to encourage students’ passion and engagement in the democratic process.

UT student organizations have been preparing their members since January. One sorority put together a PowerPoint presentation on how the RNC will affect move-in planning for the fall term. They warned students to start booking in the spring so they would not be overwhelmed come fall.

Student political groups are learning to complete the proper forms and city permits to ensure their members’ safety and lawful activity. Student Government and the Dean of Students put together an email instructing students on dates, safety information and how to get involved with the RNC for the upcoming school year. Students also created an online safety video for student access.

For faculty and staff, there are concerns that the RNC event will cause major disruptions in traffic, which could prevent faculty, staff and commuter students from getting to campus. As a result, special policies are in place regarding safety and accessibility for all employees.
SUCCESS IN OUR LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

by F. Frank Ghannadian, Ph.D.

I am pleased to tell you that in the spring of 2012, we delivered our new Dynamic Leaders (Level II) Leadership Series program to the business community. The Leadership Series are designed for beginning executives, mid-level executives and senior executives and were developed by our most energetic faculty at the Sykes College of Business at The University of Tampa. The purpose of these leadership certificate programs is the delivery of short and affordable mini-courses in business and leadership to local and statewide corporations.

We realize that not all executives and managers can make long commitments to MBA programs or even to a month-long training program. Many seasoned professionals have the need and desire to brush up on new concepts in the business world. For example, if one is starting a new business he/she may not be up-to-date on finance, accounting and marketing changes and other new technologies needed in today’s competitive environment. This Leadership Series is our way of giving back to the corporate world and of sharing our wealth of business knowledge with the Tampa community.

We have been offering the Emerging Leaders program (Level I) on Saturdays in the fall, spring and summer semesters for a nominal cost to our graduate business students and the business community. The Emerging Leaders program is meant to boost graduate students’ practical knowledge for those seeking to advance within their companies or to move into a new executive position.

For mid-level executives, the Dynamic Leaders program (Level II) offered in April 2012, was a success with 19 executives who participated in various segments of the program. The program consisted of six half-day courses on financial analysis, sustainable ethical leadership, increasing productivity, social media marketing, entrepreneurial innovation and strategic planning. Executives and managers from companies such as T. Rowe Price Services, TerRhoLyn Development Group, Driscoll
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Scenes from our Dynamic Leaders (Level II) Spring 2012 program.

“Our firm sent six managers to the Dynamic Leaders Program. Each one of us was able to choose specific courses that allowed us to concentrate on a particular area of interest and would also offer the greatest opportunity to impact our individual business line. This tailored approach allowed our management team to maximize our experience by enhancing the skill sets that we could employ immediately.”

— David Gonzalez, Branch Manager, T. Rowe Price Services

“Active continuing education is a hallmark of our firm and is one of the tools we use to differentiate our intellectual capital from other groups in our industry. To that end, the Leadership Series hosted by The University of Tampa provides participants a very robust overview of cutting edge business practices taught by some of the country’s leading academics.”

— Hunter Swearingen, Principal, Ciminelli Real Estate Corporation

Attendees listen attentively during the Dynamic Leaders (Level II) Leadership Development Certificate Program which was held April 11-13, 2012.

Professors Jody Tompson & Bella Galperin stand with the spring 2012 Dynamic Leaders (Level II) graduates.
On March 1, 2012, the TECO Center for Leadership (CFL) Speaker Series featured the Canadian Consul General in Miami, Louise Léger, who discussed North American Energy Markets and Economic Growth. More than 205 registered attendees explored the Canada-U.S.-Florida economic and energy relationship, including issues related to economic growth, job creation, environment and energy security. Canada is by far the biggest supplier of petroleum to the United States, exporting a record 2.2 million barrels a day last year. The U.S. now imports 22 percent of its oil from Canada — or 1/5th of the U.S.’s total petroleum imports — more than Saudi Arabia and Venezuela combined. Our northern neighbor holds a major stake in both our economic stability and in our energy supply as Florida’s largest trading partner. Given the rising cost of oil and our desire to find greater energy security in North America, this relationship has major significance.

Consul General Louise Léger began her speech by sharing many of Canada’s great inventions. These included life-changing products such as insulin and the light bulb, as well as leisure items such as the “Just Dance” video game. In addition to these fun facts, she also presented hard data. Some important facts include that the U.S. and Canada enjoy the largest trading relationship in the world. In 2011, the total value of two-way trade was $689 billion (Statistics Canada, 2012). Specifically, it was surprising to learn that bilateral trade between Canada and Florida was $7.6 billion in 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2012). In addition, trade creates more than 8 million jobs in the U.S. and more than 619,000 Americans work in Canadian-owned, U.S.-based companies (Government of Canada, 2012). Since 1999, Canada has been the largest supplier of crude and refined oil imports to the U.S., and according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, nearly 69 percent of U.S. crude oil imports originated from five countries in 2011, with Canada overwhelmingly leading the way with 2.2 million barrels per day (bbl/d); up 12 percent from the year before. Saudi Arabia followed (1.2 million bbl/d) and rounded out by Mexico (1.1 million bbl/d), Venezuela (0.9 million bbl/d) and Nigeria (0.8 million bbl/d) (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2012). Finally, Canada was the last one out of the G7 countries to enter into the recession and the first one to emerge from it.

The rapport between Canada and the U.S. goes beyond jobs and bilateral trade: Canadians and Floridians share friendship and share roots. Canadians made more than 3.6 million visits to Florida and spent $4 billion in 2011, representing a 13 percent spending increase. Moreover, approximately 9,000 people in Florida Congressional District 9 were born or have ancestry in Canada (Government of Canada, 2012a). The importance of Canada’s relationship with Florida is reflected through the presence of Canadian Government representation in this state. The Consulate General plays a key role in providing consular services and by facilitating cross-border trade and investment. In addition to maintaining a Consulate General office in Miami, Canada has established an Honorary Consulate in Tampa to raise the profile of Canada in this market and to best ensure a clear line of communication and the sharing of information for the mutual benefit of our communities.
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Consulting, S&S Electric, Crown Castle, Association Services, Design Styles, IC Intracom, Ciminelli Real Estate Corporation and Stearns Weaver participated.

The center plans to provide the Emerging Leaders (Level I) program in the fall of 2012, spring and summer of 2013, the Dynamic Leaders (Level II) program again in spring of 2013, and the Experienced Leaders (Level III) program in fall of 2013. Please visit ut.edu/cfl/leadershipdevelopment/ for more information.

Emerging Leaders (Level I) — Professional Development Certificate
The program will equip early career managers to be able to make decisions with a sharper outlook on the corporate strategy. Business leaders with five years or less experience and UT graduate students are encouraged to participate.

Dynamic Leaders (Level II) — Professional Development Certificate
April 15 – 17, 2013
This program will sharpen the abilities of managers with five to 10 years of experience by improving their leadership and innovative skills and introducing them to the latest ideas in finance, marketing and management. This program is intended for business leaders with five or more years of experience.

Experienced Leaders (Level III) — Professional Development Certificate
Oct. 1 – 3, 2013
Senior executives will develop new insights into leadership concepts and strategic thought that will position their firms to capitalize on emerging opportunities presented by changes in technology, social media and the global economic environment. This program is intended for business leaders with 10 or more years of experience.

REGISTRATION
To register or learn more, please visit: www.ut.edu/cfl/leadershipdevelopment/
In the fall of 2010, after years of planning, The University of Tampa introduced a new minor in Leadership Studies. This minor resulted from collaboration between members of the academic and student affairs units, primarily a group named the Leadership Resource Team (LRT). LRT members include a contingent of faculty from the TECO Center for Leadership/Sykes College of Business, including Dean Frank Ghannadian. Other members came from student affairs and other student-based units such as the career center and internship/experiential learning coordinator’s office.

Leadership skills development has been an important mission component of the University, and President Ronald Vaughn has actively supported and advocated for the many leadership opportunities that UT provides. The minor is part of a number of student-focused leadership initiatives monitored by the LRT. Many of the student-based programs are administered through the University’s Office of Student Leadership and Engagement (OSLE). Kim Northup, UT’s Director of Leadership Engagement and LRT co-chair, has primary coordination responsibility for other experiential programs such as the President’s Leadership Fellows (PLF) and a second group called Educating Leaders in Today’s Environment (ELITE).

The minor in leadership studies is an 18-20 credit hour program for students seeking cross-disciplinary areas of study in developing leadership skills. All students begin with a course on the topics of leadership theory and applications, a course taught with strong references to the social change model of leadership. This approach explores many personal variables related to leadership character and qualities, not simply management or “positional” leadership training. Students may then select three elective courses in consultation with their leadership advisor. The minor concludes with a capstone course in the student’s final semester.

The minor also has an extensive experiential requirement. Students must accumulate and reflect on a variety of leadership-building experiences selected in consultation with the leadership mentor/advisor. Written student reflections help to assess the student’s growth in leadership skills and attitudes. Students track these hours (which must exceed 90 contact hours) through a co-curricular transcript which records all experiences and can provide a useful take-away upon graduation.

The minor now has 18 students in continuing cohorts and 12 new students for next year’s cohort. One special feature of the program is the diversity of majors. For the new cohort in Fall 2012, student majors range from biology to sports management to international and cultural studies. We will also have communication, psychology and advertising/public relations majors.

Students Seth Morenzoni and Abbey Ray were among the first to enroll in UT’s leadership minor, and when they graduated this May, they became the first to complete LED minors.

“The experience shed light on the mistakes I’ve made as a leader in the past, helped me learn how to make change, how to deal with people and how to add organizational value,” said Morenzoni, a criminology major from Rhode Island. Ray, from Maine, learned about creating change and really examining her own personal styles of leadership.

“When I came to school, I hadn’t taken the time to step back and look at myself as a leader and what kind of leader I wanted to be,” said Ray, a government and world affairs major with a second minor in law and justice.

Morenzoni and Ray sought a formal learning experience to add to their extracurricular activities. Among other things, Morenzoni was in ROTC, and Ray was a President’s Leadership Fellow.

“Both students were serious about learning leadership theory and were ready to engage in personal development,” said Joe Sclafani, interim dean, college of social sciences, mathematics and education and co-chair of the Leadership Resource Team. “Their capstone experience allowed them to reflect and grow even further in their last semester.”

During the final semester, Sclafani described the capstone as a time of reflection and in-class discussion where the students examine what they’ve learned, encouraging personal synthesis and re-definition.
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Seth Morenzoni ’12 and Abbey Ray ’12 are the first two UT students to graduate with the leadership minor.
Faculty are all trained and prepared to offer hybrid delivery of courses if they cannot physically meet. All new students will be trained in orientation on Blackboard and e-learning activities.

To address enhanced security needs, all faculty, staff and students will need to wear their IDs on specially made, colorful lanyards in order to aid with identification issues.

The final Leadership Lesson has been simple: Plan for the worst and hope for the best.

---

**U.S. and Canada: Friends and Neighbors … Eh?**

Consul General Louise Léger, the CFL thanks you for your informative speech, which emphasized Canada’s importance in the American economy and illuminated the key facts and figures that reflect the central trading relationship between Canada and the U.S. Most importantly, the Center appreciates your candid leadership insights to students who will soon enter the workforce, particularly your emphasis on choosing a career based upon passion rather than on monetary gain. Your visit made clear that to maintain the unparalleled partnership between Canada and the U.S. is crucial for both of our countries.

**Sources:**

- Statistics Canada (2012).

---

**Minor in Leadership Studies**

“We hope to develop the leadership skills, philosophies and attitudes of the students. We also hope to teach them about different leadership perspectives and approaches,” said Sclafani. “We want them to know that leadership is about being a change agent and making positive contributions in the contexts where they live and work.”

Since commencement, Morenzoni has been commissioned as a second lieutenant in the Army and will be stationed in Colorado on active duty with the Signal Corps; and in the fall, Ray will attend law school at the University of Baltimore.